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Working Title 

A Frog’s Journey 
 

Concept Statement 

A Frog’s Journey is an adventurous board game where players race to help the poor zoo frogs escape 
back to Froggy Island. Along the way, they’ll have to take some leaps of faith and conquer some 
challenges to move forward. This game combines strategy with fate to create a fun and unpredictable 
outcome, anyone can win! 
 

Target Audience 

This game is geared towards a younger age group because of the more juvenile content. A loose age 
range would be from 5-18 years old. Although the content is about helping frogs, the strategy aspect 
can be fun for a much wider range of ages! The game is relatable for many cultures, specifically those 
where zoos exist. 
 

Unique Selling Points 

The combination of fate and strategy makes for a very interesting game. Just because someone is great 
at strategy, it doesn’t mean they’ll automatically win because they could get stumped by one of the fate 
tiles and vice versa. The fact that there are checkpoint challenges with increasing difficulty makes the 
game increasingly intense but also increasingly fun because the stakes get higher! 

 
 
 
 
 



Gameplay 
 

Overall Player Experience 

Players race while they go on a fulfilling journey to see what else is out there, beyond Froggy Island. On 
their way, they’ll encounter different challenges and likely have some run-ins with fate. In the end 
they’ll learn that frog life isn’t always greener on the other side. 
 

Player Interactions 

The goal of this game is to get back to Froggy Island first; whoever does this is the sole winner. 
Throughout their journey, fate tiles are scattered around the path. If a player lands on a fate tile, they 
have to draw a fate card and follow its prompt (ex. roll a dice, if it’s an even number move forward one 
space, if it’s odd move back two spaces) to see if they’ll progress or regress. There are four main 
checkpoints (escaping Froggy Island, getting to the mainland, helping the frogs escape, and getting back 
to Froggy Island) where players have to complete an increasingly difficult challenge (ex. roll a 2 with the 
dice)  in order to move past it. Players can choose to either attempt the challenge or skip their turn and 
move past the checkpoint automatically when it’s their turn again in the next round.  
 

Flow and Loops 

Players move through this game by spinning a wheel that determines how many spaces they move 
forward. Each round they’ll take turns spinning the wheel and once everyone has gone, the next round 
starts. Fate cards and checkpoints require players to use dice in order to add another aspect of chance. 
The most dynamic aspect of this game comes from the strategy required to move past the checkpoints. 
They can either take the chance and accept the challenge, or guarantee that they move forward in the 
next round  if they give up their turn. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Story and Theme 
 

Overall Story and Player Role 

The player’s overall role in the game is to help their fellow frogs be free. Along the way, players are also 
meant to learn a major lesson (this lesson will be mentioned in the next section) which is what causes 
them to return to Froggy Island when that’s the place they were trying to escape in the first place. 
 

Abstract Theme 

The overall message of this game is learning to appreciate what you have, aka the grass isn’t always 
greener on the other side. Players learn this by wanting to return to the place that they initially dreaded: 
Froggy Island. This is demonstrated when players get to the mainland and see the zoo frogs all locked 
up in cages. This causes them to realize that Froggy Island really is the best place to be if you’re a frog. 
 

Visuals 
 

Space 

 
 
At the top left  corner, we have Froggy Island. At the bottom right, we have the mainland. As you can 
see the path is very squiggly and kind of unsure of where it’s going. This is meant to represent the way 



the main character in my story felt as he went on this  journey. He starts off confidently by escaping 
Froggy Island, but then comes back in the end.  
 

Game Pieces/Technology 

 
 
The main technology of the game consists of the cards you see here. The design of these cards is very 
wavy and flowy. The organic shapes represent the evolution of the player’s goals throughout the game. 
First it’s escaping the island, and eventually it ends up being to help get the zoo frogs back there. Other 
than the dice and the spinner (can be seen in the board layout), the cards are almost constantly telling 
players what to do. The actual game pieces are little frogs to go along with the content of my story and 
follow the color scheme that I’ve created! 

 

Misc. Visuals 

 

This was an extra design that I decided to add on last minute! The box features the pattern of Froggy 
Island as seen on the actual board game. I also incorporated those really important flowy lines that 
show up a lot throughout the game. 

 
 



Sample Gameplay 
Round 1 

● Player 1 spins the wheel and lands on two. They move forward two spaces and land on a fate 
tile so they draw a fate card. The card says “Roll the dice, if it’s a 4 or higher move forward one 
space, if it’s a 3 or lower move back two spaces.” They roll a 2, so they end up back where they 
started. 

● Player 2 spins the wheel and lands on five and therefore moves forward five spaces, now they’re 
ahead of player 1! 

● Player 3 spins the wheel and lands on skip. Now players 1 and 3 are still at the start while player 
2 is ahead five spaces! 

 

Round 2 

● Player 1 spins the wheel and lands on four and moves forward four spaces, that’s it! 
● Player 2 spins the wheel and also lands on four. They move forward four spaces and have now 

reached the first checkpoint: Escaping Froggy Island. They draw a checkpoint card from the 
first set, the challenge says, “You have two options. You can either skip this turn and 
automatically move past the checkpoint for the next round. If not, you have to roll a 4 right 
now in order to sneak a boat past the other frogs and escape Froggy Island!” They choose to 
skip their turn in order to move forward automatically next round. 

● Player 3 spins the wheel and lands on spin again. They spin again and land on five and 
therefore move forward five spaces. 

 

Round 3 

● Player 1 spins the wheel and lands on three. They move forward three spaces and land on a fate 
tile. They draw the fate card and it says, “Roll the dice, if you roll a 3 two times in a row 
automatically move forward to the nearest checkpoint, if you roll anything else stay here.” 
They end up rolling a 3 the first time but a 5 the second time, so they stay put. 

● Player 2 automatically gets to move past the checkpoint since they skipped their last turn! They 
spin the wheel and roll a two so they move forward two spaces, officially escaping Froggy 
Island. 

● Player 3 spins the wheel and lands on four and moves forward four spaces to reach the 
checkpoint! They draw a checkpoint card from the first set, it says, “You have two options. 
You can either skip this turn and automatically move past the checkpoint for the next round. 
If not, you have to roll the dice twice. If the combination of those numbers is anything below 
4 you can successfully Escape Froggy Island.” Because they want to beat player 3 they decide to 
take on the challenge, but they fail and are still stuck on Froggy Island. 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 


